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Abstract
Recently,The Automated Teller Machines (ATM) and Point of Sale (POS) are based
on the Europay, MasterCard and VisaCard (EMV) protocol. The goal of the EMV
protocol is to enhance and improve the level of transaction security at both ATMs and
Points of Sale. Despite the high performance of electronic payment systems, they suffer
from attacks that can lead to unauthorized disclosure of cardholder data. This paper
describes the EMV protocol and its features, and common attacks that threaten EMV card
users in transactions at both ATMs and Points of Sale. The study will document the
vulnerabilities that threaten EMV card holders and provide countermeasures against
various potential attacks. It also describes the proposed methods that have been introduced
in recent years to overcome these attacks and enhance the security level of the EMV
protocol. The results of the comparison showed that biometrics has the highest
performance in card security based on the EMV protocol with additional improvements in
the encryption phase against all types of attacks.
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1.

made the EMV protocol more popular in the markets[3].
Although the reputation of EMV protocol had been attacked
by intruders to fraud people or steal their money by using
deferent methods such as algorithms or communication shims.
Sometimes the card is stolen to be used in fake or
unauthorized transactions. These attacks lead to improve the
security level of EMV transactions by proposing several
method to enhanced the security of EMV by additional options
and procedures[4].
The study would document the vulnerabilities that threaten
EMV Card holders and provide the countermeasures against
the various possible attacks. It also shows the proposed
methods that are presented in the recent years to overcome
these attacks and enhance the security level of EMV protocol.

INTRODUCTION

The electronic payment system had great attention during the
last decade because of its roles in commercial operations. It is
an efficient and secured money transaction between the
merchants and the consumer. Many methods had been
proposed to improve the security level of transactions such as
Credit card ,Debit card , E-money, E-wallet and Europay
Master card and Visa card (EMV). They are widely used in
all over the world to facilitate money transaction in secured
manner[1].
The electronic payment systems are rather based on EMV
protocol that is one of the preferred by consumers in most
countries. They are rather represented by an Automated
Teller Machine ATM or by Point of Sale that are based on the
EMV protocol that are connected to the Card Issuing Bank
CIB[2]. As another type, the transaction may occur between
the consumer and the merchant via websites. These facilities
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2.

There are other types of e payment systems that are based in
different protocols, methods materials and transactions[14].

Electronic payment system

E-Payment is a system that provides the tools for payment as
reward of services or goods via the internet by an
authenticated terminals in on/offline state[5]. The efficiency
and reliability of the e-payment system enables fast
transactions in enhanced tracking capabilities. In addition to
time reduction, They also reduce cost, increase trust between
Merchants and Consumers. The implementation of improved
technologies in the e-payment system is related to pecuniary
transactions, in which consumers are interested in quality of
e-payment. This technology had gained a shape of their own
perceptions and expectations[3].
2.1

3.

EMV is the security payment standard managed by a
consortium EMV with shared control between payment
schemes: Master Card, Visa, JCB (Japan Credit Bureau),
American Express, Discover and China Union Pay. It allows
to secure the communication between actors of NFC
deposit/withdrawal and purchase transaction, via exchanging
a set of security rules and messages [15].
To operate a secure EMV transaction such as
deposit/withdrawal or purchase, the secured messages of
EMV are exchanged between actors (terminals and consumes
and Issuing Bank) in four steps [16][17][18]:
A.
Initialization:
Primarily, ATM/POS gets basic data needed for the next
steps, such as the Personal Account Number (PAN), the
expiration date, and other information about the security and
configuration features. The Card may optionally requests
from the ATM/POS some information pre-sending its own
data[16].
Optionally, the card may request some information from the
terminal devices as specified in the first response and as
follows: [16].

The General Definition:

The electronic payment system is the benefits of technology
in modern services of banks. It enhances performance of
banks and implement many activities in quick and accurate
manner with high productivity [6]. Electronic payments is a
mechanism of payment that implements digital media that has
no real cash [7].
According to the Federal Financial Institutions Examination
Council (2010) it has been defined as: electronic payment is a
new payment practice for retail where a merchant retrieves
payment information for goods and services and places this
information in an electronic template that creates electronic
files for processing over the network. In general, e-payment
refers to electronic payment in the context of e-commerce
online transactions conducted over the Internet. Electronic
payments can also be defined as a paperless payment process
[8].
2.2

T → C: SELECT APPLICATION
C → T: [PDOL]
T → C: GET PROCESSING OPTIONS [(data specified by
the PDOL)]
C → T: (AIP, AFL) Repeat for all records in the AFL:
T → C: READ RECORD (i)
C → T: (Contents of record i)
The protocol starts by selecting the payment application. In
response to the selection, the card optionally provides a
Processing Options Data Object List (PDOL).
The PDOL specifies which data, if any, the card wants from
the terminal; this could for instance include the Terminal
Country Code or the amount.
The card then provides its Application Interchange Profile
(AIP) and the Application File Locator (AFL).
The AIP consists of two bytes indicating the supported
features (SDA, DDA, or CDA, offline PIN, and if so
encrypted or plaintext, etc.) and whether terminal risk
management should be performed. The AFL is a list
identifying the files to be used in the transaction [18].
1Static Data Authentication (SDA): this method is
based on the authenticated pre-stored data in the card. Online
connection is not required.
2Dynamic Data Authentication (DDA): this method
is based on pre-stored nonce in card to generate the public
key to authenticate card and perform the transaction. It needs
to connect to authenticate card and another time to
accomplish transaction.
3Combined Data Authentication (CDA): It is a
combination of the previous methods. In which, card
authentication is performed by SDA with the pre-stored data

Types of Electronic Payment:

The common types of e-payment can be classified as:
1Prepaid cards: that consumers use prepaid cards for
a predetermined amount via entering of a unique card
numbers at the merchant sites[9].
2Electronic cash: transactions
electronic currency exchange[10].

are

settled

EMV protocol

via

3Credit cards: are servers that authenticate cardholder
and verify his/her account to ensure availability of sufficient
funds before buying something[11].
4Electronic check: is an electronic institution
completing the transaction between the buyer's and the
seller's bank in the form of an electronic check[12].
5The debit card: is the customer maintains a positive
balance in the bank account and the money deducted by the
account when the debit transaction is made[13].
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•
Declined transaction: In both modes, the card can
completely reject the transaction if it sends an Application
Authentication Cryptogram (AAC) to the ATM/POS instead
of a TC or an ARQC. Fig. 1. Shows EMV payment system.

at offline state, while the DDA implement the nonce to
generate the public key during the transaction. It is obvious
that it needs less connection times.
It is an optional step in which the client‘s payment device
determines the ATM/POS. The ATM/POS executes most
secure method if ATM/POS and the client‘s payment device
support more than common methods. If none, this step will
not be executed [17].
T → C: AUTHENTICATE (data specified by DDOL)
C → T: signSIC (ICC Dynamic Data,
H (ICC Dynamic Data, data specified by DDOL))
H stands for hash function and sign for signature
B.
Authentication of the client:
This step provides security in case of lost and stolen card.
The latter must support at least one Cardholder Verification
Method (CVM), that can encounter one of the following
CVMs: [16][17].
•
Entering PIN: the client enters the PIN code into
the pad on the ATM/POS. The entered PIN can be validated
and verified in two ways:
Online: by sending encrypted PIN using
asymmetric key to the issuing bank.
Offline: by sending encrypted PIN using
asymmetric key to the Card to be compared with the PIN
reference stored in its memory.
•
Client‘s signature: A client presents a hard copy of
his signature.
•
PIN and signature: A combination of entered PIN
and a hard copy signature are both depended.
•
No CVM: It is only in contactless-NFC. PIN or
signature is not required, because fast execution with limited
amounts. The executing of CVM is controlled by the
capabilities of the card to perform the transaction. First, the
Card sends a CVM list of capabilities to the ATM/POS. The
CVM list also indicates the CVMs priority order. The
ATM/POS will execute each CVM according to that list .If
one CVM fails, the ATM/POS continues with the next
CVM until at least or successful one[17].

Fig.1 EMV payment system [15].

4. Attacks on EMV System
After the well reputation of EMV based systems, the
intruders became more active to attack these systems. Several
types of attacks had been invented to overcome the security of
the EMV systems. The attackers take interest in the weakness
points of the EMV protocol to gain unauthorized access to the
consumers‘ accounts by means of deferent type of software or
hardware. The following are some of the common types of
attack:
4.1 Man-in-the-middle Attack (MITM)
An attacker is able to perform a MITM attack to intercept
the connection between the card and the point-of-sale to trick
the terminal by sending a 9000 response, without transferring
the PIN to the genuine card and thereby the genuine card
assumes that ATM/POS does not have "PIN verification"
method and uses the signature method to verify the cardholder
[19].

C.
The actual transaction:
Finally, an optional step (as step2) if there is no common
method, it can be executed either in the online mode (with
the issuing bank) or in the offline mode (with card). The
ATM/POS determines the mode that would be performed in
actual transaction, but the card may refuse that choice of an
offline mode and force the online mode. These modes are:
[17][18].
•
Offline transaction: The card provides a
confirmation proof of the transaction via a Transaction
Certificate (TC) to the ATM/POS, which sends it later to the
issuing bank.
•
Online transaction: the client‘s payment device
provides an Authorization Request Cryptogram (ARQC) to
the ATM/POS which forwards it to the issuing bank for
approval. If the client‘s payment device receives the
approval, then it sends a TC to the ATM/POS as a
confirmation proof of the transaction.

4.2 Pre-play Attack (PPA)
This attack uses an Unpredictable Number (UN) which has
a fixed value. The low bits is a counter that is incremented in
few milliseconds. It is cycling in 3 minutes. The UN that is
generated at the ATM/POS may be predictable, what may
provide the required card verification codes (CVC) to
withdraw cash from an ATM at other time in which the UN
can be predicted. This attack declares that ATMs generated a
poor random number after analysis on few more ATMs. The
pre-play attack can be used to downgrade the CVM in
contactless(offline) Transactions in Magnetic strip based EMV
by producing UN in range between 0 to 99,999,999. The main
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purpose of using the smart card instead of the magnetic stripe
card because the magnetic stripe card is not authenticated
[20][19].

attached to the data line of the terminal and they ae connected
to a special purpose device that transfers the signals to a
computer. The computer analysis the unencrypted information
that are required to perform a fake transactions in different
ways such as web transactions or by using stalled fake cards
[19].

4.3 NFC-Relay Attack
The Near-Field communication (NFC) is modern
technology that allows communication between two devices
within a short distance "5-10cm". There are three ways to
perform the NFC Attack: [19]

4.8

This attack is a fraud method in which, a victim starts an
EMV transaction with an installed reader by attacker without
the victim‘s knowledge. In this case, the victim pays a small
amount of money at the malicious reader. This reader relays
the response of the card to a remote legitimate reader to start
another legitimate transaction with more expensive items.
Several types of this active attack is presented to be defeated.
Those types based on different devices and methods. Mostly,
these types are difficult to be detected immediately it requires
a complex procedures and time [25].

•
Card-emulation: The NFC devices emulates in
offline mode as a contactless card.
•
The peer-to-peer mode: The devices communicate
with each other directly to trick both of the victim and the
reader terminal.
•
The read/write mode: The NFC devices
communicate with the NFC tag via NFC-enabled device that
acts as a malicious verifier.

5.

This attack considers that the legitimate card has a fake
contactless transaction via one of the previous method.
While, the fake terminal operates the transaction either in the
same time or at later (on/offline) [21].

A shim (flexible circuit and very thin board) is used in
this attack by placing the shim between the card and the slot
of terminal. This shim transmits a signal by the circuit to the
nearest receiver to get the card information. Another shim
may be attached to PIN entry Device (PED). The attacker
may use the implanted shims after removing the legitimate
card. The collected information can be used in a later fake
transaction[22].
Camera and Double Swipe method

In this attack, the merchant is involved as an attacker. He
uses a camera to snap the PIN that is taped during Customer
enters his/her own PIN onto the PED. The merchant swipes
the card into the POS twice to the first in a fake POS and the
other into a legitimate POS. PIN intercepting allows the
merchant to fraud the EMV card and operate a fake
transaction by the taped PIN. This type of attack requires to
modify the POS which is indeed a difficult process [23].
4.6

Counterfeit Terminal Attack

This type of attack requires Counterfeit terminal that
contains either Software key bloggers or a hardware sensor to
capture the PIN of the victim. A counterfeit terminal captures
the data to forge the Chip card or use it in web transactions
[24].
4.7

Countermeasure of the Attacks on EMV System

The aim of this survey is to analyze the studies that presented
solutions against the common attacks and evaluate the
performance and its effects on EMV chip cards based
systems. This allows to propose a better methods and
solutions that faces those attacks. The related studies are:
In [26],the researchers proposed an enhancement for e-pay
system based on EMV protocol via the dynamic tokenization
and detokenization of the related protocol information. In
addition to End-to-End encryption, the token generation is
provided online by the Card issuing bank CIB as token
service provider TSP. the tokens are used to represent all the
transaction information in which the both of terminal and the
server are secured and authenticated. No signature
authentication is allowed. The result showed aa good
performance against Man-in-the-Middle, Pre-lay, NFCRelay, Eavesdropping and Active Relay attacks. Although of
the promising results, the stolen Cads and PINs and other
authentication information are still a weakness point.
In [27], the researchers proposed a method based on ReadersWriters Flow Model (RWFM). By which, the messages are
labeled between the card and the terminal or between the
terminal and the CIB. Each transaction is labeled according
to a labeling dictionary that is used to generate the messages.
If the labels do not match a specified label, the model will
reject the message, otherwise it will be confirmed. The
results showed good performance against MITM, Pre-play,
SITM, Counterfeit Terminal, Signal Eavesdropping and
Active Relay Attack. The RWFM must be implemented in
the POS/ATM to secure transaction in either online or offline
states. Another problem of the stolen cards and PIN cannot
be overcome.
In [28], authors presented a new security protocol analyzed
by the Scyther tool. Their method passed on new Certificate
Authority for POS CAp that are trusted to the CIB.
Additionally, a RSA2048 is used to generate a secret and

4.4 Shim-in-the-middle Attack

4.5

Active Relay Attack

Signal Eavesdropping Attack

This attack is used to tap the line of data that is connected
the PED. A small thin metal materials or wires can be
public keys of CAp. Those keys are used to

encrypt/decrypt data between the Card and terminal.
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Actually, this method prevents MITM and Relay attacks,
but it still faced the same problem of the stolen cards and
captured PIN.
In [29], the authors proposed an enhancement of EMV
based on offline tokenization. A Token service provider
TSP generates tokens based on nonce of transaction in the
POS that are encrypted by end-to-end cryptosystem.
During transaction, the method prevents eavesdrop attacks
and active relay attack with considering trusted TSB in
CIB.
In [30], the authors a management authentication to
provide mutual authentication between the POS and the
NFC device. In which both of the POS and NFC device
are authenticated by implementing a management
authentication server MAS. The method prevents NFCrelay, replay and MITM attacks.
In [31], the authors presented an EMV system based on
dual authentication stages and biometrics implementation.
An Authentication Server AS is used to authenticate both
of the terminals and the Management Server MS. The AS
controls all users communication including registration
and key generation. Where the MS controls the AS and the

other
procedures such as re-registration and change password.
The method is robust against several types of attacks, but it
needs another enhancement.
In [32], the authors presented EMV system based on iris
authentication in NFC smart phone. The NFC smart phone
transmits Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU)
command to the NFC reader, and smart phone receives
from latest APDU response. The IRIS image used as a key
in encryption/decryption process between the phone and
terminal.
It is obvious that the method overcome
authentication of NFC—relay attack.
6. Comparison
The previous studies have been analyzed to evaluate their
proposals and its capabilities against various attacks. Some
of these methods still have weak points against some
attacks, specially, in authentication steps. Others had tried
to solve authentication problems as in the type of devices
and terminals. Generally, (Table .1) illustrates the main
evaluation parameters of the previous analyzed methods.

Table .1: Analyzed Methods.
Name of
Attack

Man-in-themiddle
Attack
(MITM)

Pre-play
Attack (PPA)

Name of
Attack

Ref
No.
26
27

Connection
status
Offline
On/offline

28

On/offline

Possible with CAp

29

Offline

Possible with Offline token
authorization

30

On/offline

31

Online

32

Online

26

Offline

27

On/offline

30

On/offline

31

Online

32

Online

Ref
No.

Connection
status

Needed
Equip.

Fake
terminal

Cost

High

27
30
32

Proposal

Possible
Possible in RWFM terminals

-No signature Authorization
-RWFM implementation
-implement a CAp
-Encryption system for CAp
-Implement Trusted Offline
tokenization
-End-to-end Encryption
-management Authentication
-Dual stage Authentication based on
Biometrics and PIN
-IRIS biometric implementation
-IRIS is key of encryption system
-Mutual authentication between the
phone and the terminal
-Mutual authentication
-End-to-end encryption
-Dynamic Transaction Token
-Passcode for payment app
-RWFM implementation
- Using Nonce
-management Authentication
-Dual stage Authentication based on
Biometrics and PIN
-IRIS biometric implementation
-IRIS is key of encryption system
-Mutual authentication between the
phone and the terminal

Possible if MAS provided
Possible if implementation of
two servers
Possible with IRIS
Authentication
Possible with proposed
procedures

Possible in RWFM terminals
Fake
terminal

High

Possible if MAS provided
Possible if implementation of
two servers
Possible with IRIS
Authentication

Needed
Equip.

Cost

Success
Possible with proposed
procedures

26
NFC-Relay
Attack

Success

Online

Fake
terminal

High

Possible in RWFM terminals
Possible if MAS provided
Possible with IRIS
Authentication

27

Proposal
-Mutual authentication
-End-to-end encryption
-Dynamic Transaction Token
-Passcode for payment app
-RWFM implementation
-management Authentication
-IRIS biometric implementation
-IRIS is key of encryption system
-Mutual authentication between the
phone and the terminal
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Shim-in-themiddle
Attack
Camera and
Double
Swipe
method
Counterfeit
Terminal
Attack

Signal
Eavesdrop
Attack

26

Offline

Shim

Low

26

Offline

Camera+
sensors
or
software

Mediu
m

29

Offline

26

Offline

29

Offline

26

Online/offline

29

Online/offline

31

Online

High

7.

Possible in RWFM terminals

-RWFM implementation
-Implement Trusted Offline
tokenization
-End-to-end Encryption
-RWFM implementation
-Implement Trusted Offline
tokenization
-End-to-end Encryption
-Authorized Amount by user
-Dynamic Transaction Token
-Secure channel
-Implement Trusted Offline
tokenization
-End-to-end Encryption
-Dual stage Authentication based on
Biometrics and PIN
-Authorized Amount by user
-Dynamic Transaction Token
-Secure channel
-RWFM implementation
-implement a CAp
-Encryption system for CAp
-Implement Trusted Offline
tokenization
-End-to-end Encryption
-Dual stage Authentication based on
Biometrics and PIN

Possible with Offline token
authorization

Possible with Offline token
authorization
Possible with available
software and hardware

Special
purpose
device

Mediu
m

Possible with Offline token
authorization
Possible if implementation of
two servers
Possible with available
software and hardware

27
28

-RWFM implementation

Possible in RWFM terminals
Fake
terminal

26

Active Relay
Attack

Possible in RWFM terminals

Possible in RWFM terminals
Online

Special
purpose
device

High

Possible with CAp

29

Possible with Offline token
authorization

31

Possible if implementation of
two servers

special technique to manipulate with the parameters of
EMV protocol.
NOTES: In Table No. 1, it should be noted that the cost
means the cost of what the attacker needs in terms of
peripheral devices to carry out his attack. As for the
success, it was found that the author succeeded in blocking
a certain possible attack by the attacker. With regard to the
proposal, the author suggested another improvement of the
E M V protocol as a proposal to block more than one
attack of the protocols.

Discussion Conclusion

As mentioned before, the previous methods had overcome
some weak points of EMV security. All the methods are
capable to overcome the MITM attack. Researchers in [2627-30-31-32] are capable to overcome Pre-play attack.
While researchers in [26-27-30-32] are capable to
overcome NFC-relay attack. [26] is capable to overcome
Shim-in-the-Middle attack. In [26-29], the researchers are
capable to overcome camera and double swap attack and
Counterfeit Terminal Attack. In [26-29-31] the researchers
are capable to overcome Signal eavesdrop attack. In [26,
27, 28, 29, 31] the researchers are capable to overcome
Active relay attack.
It is obvious that there is a lack in some of the previous
methods that allow intruders to access the consumers
transactions. Although the IRIS authentication are used in
[32] but it has to be re-designed to obtain more robustness.
This study has analyzed some previous methods that tried
to enhance the security level of EMV payment system.
These methods are based in varied techniques to overcome
unauthorized access to the consumers‘ accounts. Most of
these methods are not able to authenticate the person that
provide a Card and PIN. Most recent methods use the
biometrics to authenticate the cardholder. But they still
have a lack on eavesdropping or high technical attacks that
might provide one or more of biometrics in deferent levels
of complexity.
This study suggests that the biometrics are very robust
against most types of attacks. They have to be
implemented with nonce and high-performance
cryptosystem like (Bio-Hashing). It is reasonable to use a
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